


All Levels Ceramics
w/ Dominic Sparano

Thursdays 9:30am - 12:30pm April 20 - May 25 | 6 Sessions
Non-Member $448

This class is meant for
both the absolute
beginner as well as the
seasoned veteran of
pottery classes.
Emphasis is placed on
individual expression and
exploration. Skills ranging
from basic pinch pots and
coil vessels to advanced
wheel and decoration
techniques will be shown.

Beginners happily welcomed as well as advanced students
looking for guidance and new inspiration. All steps of the
ceramics process will be studied in this class, including building
your piece, multiple kiln firings, and glazing.



Beginners & Beyond
w/ Amy Tischler

Tuesdays  6:00pm - 9:00pm April 18 - May 23 | 6 Sessions
Thursdays 6:00pm - 9:00pm April 20 - May 25 | 6 Sessions

Non-Member $448

This class is perfect for
true ceramics beginners
as well as more
seasoned students
looking to hone their
budding pottery skills.
This class will be
committed to the basic
techniques and the
fundamentals of wheel
and hand built pottery.

Learn the basics of how to use all types of pottery tools while
learning the vocabulary of a state of the art ceramics studio.
Our main focus of this class will be centering on the wheel, tips
on making even walled pieces, mastering throwing bowls and
cylindrical forms, and lastly hand built forms.  This class will also
give you an introduction to cone 6 glazes and surface
decoration. This class will include demos from the instructor as
well as independent and guided working time.



Finding Your Voice

w/ Justin Mullady

Fridays  9:00am - 12:00pm April 21 - May 26 | 6 Sessions
Saturdays 9:00am - 12:00pm April 22 - May 27 | 6 Sessions

Non-Member $448

This class is meant for both
the absolute beginner as
well as the seasoned
veteran of pottery classes.
Emphasis is placed on
individual expression and
exploration. Skills ranging
from basic pinch pots and
coil vessels to advanced
wheel and decoration
techniques will be shown.
Beginners happily
welcomed as well as
advanced students looking
for guidance and new

inspiration. All steps of the ceramics process will be studied in
this class, including building your piece, multiple kiln firings, and
glazing.



Handbuilding -

Plan to Technique
w/ Laura Peters

Thursdays  1:00pm - 4:00pm April 20 - May 25 | 6 Sessions
Non-Member $448

In this course traditional
handbuilding techniques using soft
and hard slab as well as coil
construction will be utilized to
create functional, non-functional
and sculptural forms. Students are
encouraged to work at their own
pace and to develop their own
unique directions. Through
discussion and demonstration
students will explore form, imagery
and narrative. Learning how to
make mugs, pitchers, wall pieces,
lidded boxes, texture rollers,
handles, spouts, and decorative
trays, are just a few examples that
may be demonstrated in class.

Students will discover how various techniques can be combined to
achieve exciting new exteriors on their pieces. Surface treatment
can include sgraffito, water etching, slip trailing, carving, and
decorating with underglazes. The main goal will be to improve clay
skills by refreshing and energizing the student’s approach to clay.



Handbuilding
w/ Katie Rocks

Tuesdays  10:00am - 1:00pm April 18 - May 23 | 6 Sessions
Non-Member $448

In this course you will
learn skills that provide a
great foundation to
create functional and
sculptural work. Coil and
slab construction, press
molds, sprig
attachments, surface
texture, and painting are
a few techniques that will
be demonstrated
throughout the course.
Designed to give creative
approaches in clay away
from the potter’s wheel,

participants will learn fundamental making and decorating
techniques and glazing.



Atelier Drawing & Painting
w/ Bill Graf

Saturdays  10:00am - 1:00pm April 22 - May 27 | 6 Sessions
Non-Member $448

This drawing and painting atelier style
class with cover everything from the
basics to the finer points of academic
drawing and painting. Atelier-based
training is a practice based on a
thorough training of the eye and
fundamentals stemming from the
1800s. These centuries-old practices
have been making a full revival in
recent year, and foundational atelier
skills are now prevalent in countries all
across the world, and especially in Fine
Arts Academies throughout Europe.
Atelier students hone their fine art skills

through the practice of training the eye in observational drawing utilizing the
"sight-size" method of drawing.

This course will incorporate working from the Charles Bargue Drawing
Plates as a foundation for training the eye before students will move onto
drawing from plaster casts. The instructor will demonstrate how to create
the "construct" as well as showing how to see and render the subject fully.

Students with a firm foundation of knowledge in drawing fundamentals will
move on to still life painting in this course.



Fundamentals of Drawing
w/ Liz Fusco

Tuesdays  1:30pm - 3:30pm April 04 - April 18 | 3 Sessions
Tuesdays  1:30pm - 3:30pm May 02 - May 16 | 3 Sessions

Non-Member $144

Drawing is the basis on
which all other art is
balanced. Drawing skills
can be learned by
anyone - and if you can
draw, you can paint!
Learn how to "see" what
you're looking at and
transfer the subject to
paper. In this class, you
will also learn to

understand integral drawing concepts like perspective,
value, and composition.



Beginner Silversmithing
w/ Marla Mencher

Tuesdays  9:30am - 12:30pm April 18 - May 23 | 6 Sessions
Non-Member $391

Saturdays  9:30pm - 1:30pm April 15 - May 20 | 6 Sessions
Non-Member $535

Create beautiful sterling
and mixed metal jewelry!
Learn how to shape, cut,
pierce, solder and finish
metals to create simple
projects such as
hammered silver rings,
dangle earrings and
tri-colored metal pendants.
Bring small pad, pencil,
black marker and small
plastic box or container for
your projects. Material fee
of $60 payable to
instructor.



Intermediate

Silversmithing
w/ Marla Mencher

Tuesdays  1:00pm - 5:00pm April 18 - May 23 | 6 Sessions
Non-Member $535

Create beautiful sterling
and mixed metal jewelry!
Learn how to shape, cut,
pierce, solder and finish
metals to create simple
projects such as
hammered silver rings,
dangle earrings and
tri-colored metal pendants.
Bring small pad, pencil,
black marker and small

plastic box or container for your projects. Material fee of $60
payable to instructor.

**Pre-requisite of 3 beginner jewelry classes required to take
intermediate class.



Metalsmithing Beginner
w/ Dana Neger Lagos

Thursdays  5:30pm - 8:30pm April 13 - May 11 | 5 Sessions
Non-Member $330

In this class, students will learn the fundamentals of metal
smithing, including soldering, hammering, and polishing
techniques.



Metalsmithing Intermediate

w/ Dana Neger Lagos

Thursdays 9:30am - 1:30pm April 13 - May 11 | 5 Sessions
Non-Member $494

In this class, students will explore advanced techniques in wax
carving as well as soldering, forging, and stone setting.



Metalsmithing All Levels

w/ Dana Neger Lagos

Fridays 9:30am - 1:30pm April 14 - May 12 | 5 Sessions
Non-Member $494

In this class, beginner students will learn the fundamentals of
metal smithing, including soldering, hammering, and polishing
techniques. Intermediate and advanced students will explore
advanced techniques in wax carving as well as soldering,
forging, and stone setting.



Open Studio - Long Pose
w/ Donna Harlow Moraff

Tuesdays  1:00pm - 4:00pm April 18 - May 23 | 6 Sessions
Non-Member $205.50

Join us for this unique portraiture open studio experience. Pose
will remain the same over 6 weeks to give artists an opportunity
to generate fully rendered portraits with models in seasonal
attire and exciting backdrops. No instruction - please bring
whichever materials you prefer to work with.



Open Studio - Short Pose
w/ Linda Gottlieb

Thursdays  10:30am - 1:30pm April 13 - May 25 | 7 Sessions
Non-Member $237

Join us for open life drawing sessions. 3-Hour Open Studio
Workshop- Long and Short Poses ranging from gestures to 20
minute poses. No instruction - please bring whichever materials
you prefer to work with.



East Asian Brush

Painting - Virtual Class

w/ Sung Sook Setton

Thursdays  1:00pm - 3:00pm April 13 - May 25 | 7 Sessions
Non-Member $280

Participants will explore East Asian
conceptions of line, brush stroke, and
composition with a focus on the
traditional subjects of the Four
Gracious Plants (plum, orchid,
chrysanthemum, and bamboo) and
landscapes. East Asian water-ink
painting is not merely a visual art; it is
also a literary and philosophical one.
The regular practice of water-ink

painting promotes a better understanding of the beauty within nature and
the cultivation of an inner sense of harmony. Instructor Sungsook Setton
employs a flexible and creative approach to her virtual Brush Painting class,
integrating group instruction and individual tutoring: • Instruction and
discussion. • Communication with instructor for commentary on individual
practice. • The class will use a combination of communication tools for
individual guidance



Abstract Painting
w/ Kevin Larkin

Thursdays  2:00pm - 5:00pm April 13 - May 25 | 7 Sessions
Non-Member $473

Explore abstract painting through an understanding of space,
color, energy, tension, and form. Emphasis is placed on
self-expression and developing a wholly-personal style with
individual instruction and critiques. All levels. "I have no fears
about making changes, destroying the image, etc., because the
painting has a life of its own." - Jackson Pollock



Mixed Media &

Independent Study
w/ Carole Jay

Fridays  1:00pm - 4:00pm April 14 - May 5 | 4 Sessions
Non-Member $277.50

Fridays  1:00pm - 4:00pm May 12 - May 26 | 3 Sessions
Non-Member $215

Jumpstart your artistic practice by
adding techniques to your creative
toolbelt! Experiment with collage,
paint, and transfer techniques to
further expand your visual
vocabulary. Achieve new insights
into creating compositions and
developing your unique artistic
statement. Learn how to use
collage-appropriate imagery, gel
mediums, glues, as well as how to
incorporate painting, drawing,

image transfers, and mixed media. Build upon your work and
your process in the context of both Contemporary Art and Art
History, through discussion of artists and art books with
instructor and classmates. Please contact the instructor to
discuss which materials would be most appropriate for your
practice.



The Painter’s Path
w/ David Peikon

Thursdays  10:00am - 1:00pm April 14 - May 5 | 7 Sessions
Thursdays  1:30pm - 4:30pm May 12 - May 26 | 7 Sessions

Non-Member $473

Take your passion for painting to
the next level! This course, taught
by accomplished landscape and
portrait painter David Peikon, will
help students set and achieve
personal goals. Through active
studio work, class critiques, and
one-on-one guidance, each student
will learn to paint intuitively, finding

his or her own "voice" as a visual artist. Students work on their
own content. Regardless of the subject matter, Dave's hands-on
approach will help you strengthen your portfolio. Intermediate to
advanced students will benefit from his comprehensive teaching
methods and personal experience creating a "business plan" as
an artist. Prepare for individual growth, begin your path as a
professional artist, or just focus on becoming a better painter.



Pastels:

Beginner & Beyond
w/ Marlene Bezich

Tuesdays  2:00pm - 4:00pm April 18 - May 23 | 6 Sessions
Thursdays  7:00pm - 9:00pm April 20 - May 25 | 6 Sessions

Non-Member $268

This class is perfect for the
beginner as well as the advanced
pastel artist. Students will learn
what pastel is and is not as a
medium, plus the many different
papers and techniques to utilize.
We will discuss the varieties of
pastels and how they work in
unison and layering to create
glorious color passages. Students
are encouraged to explore any
given subject - from portraits to

landscapes to pets. Students must supply their own reference
images. This class will familiarize the student with the
application process and the technique of layering colors to
obtain that "glow" that makes pastels so exciting.

Come one, come all and enjoy the beauty of pastels in a friendly
and educational environment. All are welcome!



Advanced Waterscape &

Wildlife Photography
w/ John P. Cardone

Tuesdays  7:00pm - 9:00pm May 02 - May 30 | 5 Sessions
Non-Member $220

This course is for the photographer
looking to develop advanced skills
in wildlife, waterscape, & landscape
picture taking techniques. During
the 5-week session, LI author,
lecturer, and photographer John P.
Cardone will present the works of
two master photographers; one
featuring waterscape and
landscape photography and one
known for outstanding wildlife

photos. During his presentations, John will lead a discussion reviewing
the best features of the images including subject choice, photo
composition, natural lighting, locations, camera settings, image editing,
and printing. Weekly photo-shoot assignments will give students the
opportunity to incorporate advanced techniques in their own picture
taking experience. These assignments will mirror the work of the
masters. Students will also have the opportunity to exhibit their best
photos in the Art League strolling gallery as part of the "Art in the Hall"
program. Prerequisites include either John's introductory course or
comparable experience in outdoor photography.

This class is geared towards 35 mm digital cameras, but students can
also participate with a cell phone camera!



Printmaking Sampler
w/ Stephanie Navon Jacobson

Tuesdays  9:30am - 1:30pm May 02 - May 30 | 5 Sessions
Non-Member $452

For both novices and
experienced artists, printmaking
can broaden your skills and get
new creative juices flowing. Try
several types of printmaking
such as monotype/monoprint,
drypoint, collagraph,
carborundum, and solarplate
etching. Through
demonstrations, explore
different ways of working within
each technique using both oil-
and water-based mediums. No
experience necessary. Learn,
experiment, and make

wonderful prints! Materials fee of $20 payable to the
instructor.



Watercolor for Beginners
w/ Liz Fusco

Tuesdays  10:00am - 12:00pm April 04 - April 18 | 3 Sessions
Tuesdays  10:00am - 12:00pm May 2 - May 16 | 3 Sessions

Non-Member $144

Watercolor can be a bit
fussy and “unforgiving” at
times, but with a little
patience and practice, it
can become a favorite
medium because of its
many advantages.
Students will learn the
basic foundation skills for

watercolor. Students will learn how to use correct materials.
They will learn how to transfer a drawing onto watercolor paper.
Students will learn color mixing and basic color theory. They will
learn how to create washes, wet into wet techniques and dry
brush. We will experiment with some textures using masking
fluid and other tricks of the trade. Working from photos, we will
start slow and end up with a finished masterpiece.



Art for the Young @ Mid

Island Y JCC ages K-3

w/ Linda Gottlieb

Mondays  4:15pm - 15:15pm April 03 - June 05 | 8 Sessions
Non-Member $295

Designed for K-3 year olds, this class
will allow children to experience art
making in a hands-on environment that
stimulates creativity and independence.
Young artists develop a higher level of
critical thinking and problem-solving
skills through learning about elements
of art making and contemporary art.
Diverse projects emphasize basic
art-making skills and help to build fine
motor development.

The classes are all about exploration
and discovery, where curiosity is
treasured and kids are encouraged to
feel, touch, and learn through sensory
activities.  Project explore drawing,
painting, collage, materials found in
nature, sculpture and mixed media.

Students have creative freedom within each project to develop artworks that
embrace their personal interests.

*Please dress your child in clothes that are OK to get messy
This class takes place at the Mid Island Y JCC located at:
45 Manetto Hill Rd, Plainview, NY 11803



Art for the Young @ Mid

Island Y JCC ages 3-5

w/ Linda Gottlieb

Mondays  3:15pm - 4:00pm April 03 - June 05 | 8 Sessions
Non-Member $295

Designed for 3-5 year olds, this class
will allow children to experience art
making in a hands-on environment
that stimulates creativity and
independence. Young artists develop
a higher level of critical thinking and
problem-solving skills through
learning about elements of art
making and contemporary art.
Diverse projects emphasize basic
art-making skills and help to build
fine motor development.

The classes are all about exploration
and discovery, where curiosity is

treasured and kids are encouraged to feel, touch, and learn through
sensory activities.  Project explore drawing, painting, collage, materials
found in nature, sculpture and mixed media.  Students have creative
freedom within each project to develop artworks that embrace their
personal interests.

*Please dress your child in clothes that are OK to get messy
This class takes place at the Mid Island Y JCC lo



Book & Brush Painting
w/ Rachel Woelfel ages 5-7

Saturdays  11:30am - 12:45pm April 22 - May 20 | 5 Sessions
Non-Member $160

This unique and
interdisciplinary course
for students ages 5-7
incorporates the worlds
of storytelling and
painting into one fun
experience. Instructor
Rachel Woelfel will begin
each class with a reading
of children's literature
from children's literature

powerhouses such as Eric Carle, Shel Silverstein, and more.
Then, students will be guided through the painting process of
creating scenes of their favorite moments, themes, or
characters in acrylic paint. Students will learn painting
fundamentals such as color mixing, shading, brush application,
and narrative. Each week a new book will be covered and a
new exciting painting will be ready to take home and shown off.



Creative Cartooning
w/ Lori Hochberg ages 8-12

Tuesdays  5:30pm - 6:45pm April 18 - May 23 | 6 Sessions
Non-Member $205.50

Welcome to the world of
Cartooning! Students will have
fun while learning the basics of
cartoon drawing. They will learn
how to do individual character
drawings, as well as characters
with scenic backgrounds.
Students will have the opportunity
to explore a variety of themes in
their cartoons (outer space,

animals, etc.). They will learn how to do cartoon drawings in
different ways. The students will use their own ideas and style,
as well as inspiration from many cartoons / cartoonists. The
history of cartoons will be explored showing genres, such as
animation, comic strips, greeting cards, book illustrations, etc.
Through demonstrations and examples, they will learn how to
fine tune their drawing skills. They will practice gesture
drawings, shape building techniques, expression/attitude poses,
movement and more. Students will be using pencil, ink pens,
colored pencils and watercolor to bring their cartoons to life.



Realistic Drawing
w/ Lori Hochberg ages 8-12

Tuesdays  7:00pm - 8:30pm April 18 - May 23 | 6 Sessions
Non-Member $242.50

Learn the fundamentals
of drawing and become a
better artist in this fun
class! Students will study
composition, value,
contour line, texture and
proportions. They will
sharpen their drawing
skills through direct
observation drawings

and cast drawings. Students will draw a variety of subjects
including people, animals, objects, etc. Pencil, charcoal and ink
are the mediums covered in this course.



The Magic of Color
w/ Robin Rosen-O’Leary ages 5-7

Tuesdays  5:00pm - 6:00pm April 18 - May 2 | 3 Sessions
Tuesdays  5:00pm - 6:00pm                May 9  - May 23 | 3 Sessions

Non-Member $128

Explore the magical world of color
with Dr. Robin Rosen-O'Leary in
this fun course for young artists
ages 5-7. In this class, students
will experience and study color
theory through the lens of
interactive magic and puppetry.
They will explore the fundamentals
of art by learning to use mixed
media materials, color mixing, and
the effects of different color
combinations in art. They will also
learn to use fundamental art
terminology based on the color
wheel, such as it applies to

harmony, discordance, and temperature. Projects will use a variety
of media each week, including but not limited to oil pastels,
watercolor, acrylic paint, and more. Each week students will be
introduced to a unique experience including at least two of these
mediums. All materials are included in the price of this course.



YA Ceramic Handbuilding
w/ Rachel Woelfel ages 6-10

Saturdays  5:00pm - 6:00pm April 22 - May 20 | 5 Sessions
Non-Member $175

Enjoy all the fun sculpting
has to offer! This course
teaches children ages
6-10 the foundations of
ceramic hand-building
techniques through
project-based learning.
Projects will cover
essential skills such as
coil, pinch, and slab

techniques of building. Students will complete multiple projects
over several weeks. Throughout these projects, students will
also learn about glazing and painting techniques to make their
projects truly unique. All materials will be provided for this
course.



Observational Drawing &

Painting for Teens
w/ Bill Graf ages 13-18

Saturdays  1:30pm - 3:30pm April 22 - May 20 | 5 Sessions
Non-Member $255

This class is developed for teens ages 13+ to
help improve their drawing skills and take
their skills to a higher level. The class will
focus on creating stronger construction,
proportion and rendering in all areas
including portraiture and figure drawing.

For the art school bound students, the class
will also concentrate on developing strong
portfolio projects, as observational drawing is
the cornerstone of any art portfolio.

This drawing and painting "atelier style" class
will cover everything from the basics to the
finer points of observational drawing and

painting. Atelier-based training is a practice based on a thorough training of the eye
and fundamentals stemming from the 1800s. These centuries-old practices have been
making a full revival in recent years, and foundational atelier skills are now prevalent in
countries all across the world, and especially in Fine Arts Academies throughout
Europe. Atelier students hone their fine art skills through the practice of training the eye
in observational drawing utilizing the "sight-size" method of drawing.

Students with a firm foundation of knowledge in drawing fundamentals will move on to
still life painting in this course.



Portfolio Development 1
w/ Stephanie Folk ages 13-18

Thursdays  6:00pm - 8:00pm April 13 - May 4 | 4 Sessions
Thursdays  6:00pm - 8:00pm May 11 - June 1 | 4 Sessions

Non-Member $185

Portfolio Development I is meant for the
student preparing the early stages of
their portfolio. In this course,
accomplished artist Stephanie Folk will
work with students to assign projects
perfect for the fundamental cornerstone
pieces every portfolio needs. Subjects
will include portraiture, basic anatomy,
still life, complex compositional
arrangement, hyperrealism and range in
mediums such as ink, colored pencil,
acrylic paint, watercolor, pastel and
graphite. This course will provide plenty
of constructive critique, advice on college
applications, expectations of portfolio

submissions and more. This course will also focus on developing techniques in
portfolio essentials, such as conceptual creations, mood, lighting, art history and
more. Throughout the course each student will gain the confidence in their
personal mark-making and push the boundaries of their creativity to develop an
individualized and dynamic portfolio.

Students who have completed enough projects in this class may graduate into
the Portfolio Development II class where more advanced and individualized
projects will be completed.



Portfolio Development 2
w/ Margaret Minardi ages 13-18

Tuesdays  4:00pm - 6:30pm April 18 - May 23 | 6 Sessions
Non-Member $350

Portfolio Development II is a
course meant for students in the
later stages of their portfolio
process, with 5 or more
completed pieces ready to be
included in their portfolios. As
opposed to Portfolio
Development I which focuses on
portfolio staples, this class

functions more like an open studio, where accomplished instructor
Margaret Minardi helps students in more specialized projects for
their portfolios. These can be pieces that certain colleges require
for applications, more conceptual pieces that students wish to
tackle, and projects from school that require more time and
individualized critique and discussion. This class will facilitate plenty
of constructive critique and more in depth discussions about college
application processes, like how to write an artist statement, piece
descriptions, artist CVs, and more.

This class has a prerequisite of either graduating from Portfolio
Development I or proof of 5 or more portfolio ready pieces.



Teen Anime & Manga

Illustration
w/ Zach Schrage ages 13-18

Saturdays  1:30pm - 3:30pm April 22 - May 27 | 6 Sessions
Non-Member $268

Anime and Manga is a style of
illustration and animation that
originated in Japan. Today the style is
widely used globally in many spheres
of art including: Illustration,
Animation, Graphic Design,
Sculpture, Comics, and Fine Arts. In
this class, students will explore the
art of illustration in the stylistic forms
of anime and manga while meeting
peers with the same interests in this
form of pop culture.

The class will teach drawing techniques such as: Perspective, Form,
Gesture, Anatomy, Shape Language, Costume Design, Expressions,
Panel Design and Storytelling, Composition. These techniques will
allow the student to build a powerful visual library to be able to create
anything from their imagination and to communicate a story and idea to
an audience. All the students need is just a few materials to get started.



Teen Ceramic

Handbuilding
w/ Dominic Sparano ages 13-18

Tuesdays  4:00pm - 5:30pm April 18 - May 23 | 6 Sessions
Non-Member $224

This ceramic handbuilding class is open
to students ages 13-17 and is intended for
all levels of sculptors. This class is perfect
for those students interested in working in
the third dimension to improve their
artistic skills, make both decorative and
useful items, or create unique pieces to
expand their portfolios.

Sculptural and decorative elements will be
taught along with the fundamental
techniques for anyone to learn pottery.
Learn the fundamentals of pottery: pinch
potting, coil building and slab construction
in this course specialized for artistic teens.
Students will bring home completed
pieces which have been fired in the kiln
and glazed in this course.

Clay is included in this all levels course.



SAA Mature Artists
2 weeks | Monday - Friday
ages 11-12 | ages 13-14

Session 1:         July 10 - July 21
Session 2:    July 24 - August 04

Non-Member $1,021

Mature Artists will continue to develop and advance their skills in our two-week
program, offering opportunity to blossom into creative and thought provoking artists.
Teachers will help guide Mature Artists toward expressing their innate creativity, while
developing drawing and painting skills, as well as sculpture, printmaking, mixed media
and more.  They will study an artist of the week and find inspiration through our weekly
theme.  Mature Artists will enjoy an air-conditioned classroom and an outdoor
opportunity.  Bring a bag lunch.  Students will be grouped age appropriately.  All Mature
Artists will receive individualized attention from our Expert Art Instructors, as well as an
Assistant in the classroom.

Plein Air Painting Field Trip-Parents Provide Transportation!

Register early to ensure a seat! Art League Members and Half Hollow Hills School
District residents receive a $50 discount off each session. Email info@artleagueli.org to
get your Half Hollow Hills discount code.



SAA Young Artists
1 week | Monday - Friday
ages 6-7 | ages 8-10

Non-Member $566
Young Artists will engage in a variety of creative experiences,
which in
clude developing artistic skills in drawing, painting, sculpture,
printmaking and more.  All Young Artists will develop the
confidence they need to practice and create art.  We will study an
artist of the week, as well as find inspiration through this weekly
theme.  Young Artists will enjoy an air-conditioned classroom and
outdoor recess.  Bring a bag lunch and dress for an artful summer
experience!  All Young Artists will receive individualized attention
from our Expert Art Instructors, as well as an Assistant in the
classroom.

Session One: “Boardwalk Impressions” – July 10-14
Put on your flip flops and walk along the Coney Island boardwalk with Melinda Morgan and Bill Bell, as they transport you to the
historic Brooklyn amusement park. Dip into a candy-striped carnival tent to see a show or ride the famous Cyclone roller coaster.
At the end of your action packed day, imagine the fading sunset, soft wind, sand swirling & waves crashing. Study Derek
Buckner’s impressionistic “Coney Island”, and learn to use impressionistic techniques to create a summery whirlwind of carnival
fun and lazy summer beach days.

Session Two:  “Fruity Critters”   Live Animal Show  – July 17-21
Create a zoological forest of “morphed” animal friends and their habitats, where animals and their surroundings gradually
transform into half animal-half fruit. Study Rob Foote’s: “CowBerri”, “CrabApple”, and “ManGorilla” for a delicious illustrative
experience. DeviantArt’s “Orange” by ShadoWica and “Duck a L’orange” by Cryptid-Creations will set the stage for your most
fruity animalistic creations. Engage in a live animal show this week to help inspire a surrealistic version of the animal
kingdom.Live animal experience this week.

Session Three:  “Floating Cities” – July 24-28
Hover above the earth among architectural cities that defy gravity with Erin Morrow‘s “Floating City”. Study DeviantArt’s
“Hope” by Acrylic Dreams and “Floating City” by TheRafaArts to create a world full of new-world levitating structures, trees,
people, animals & air transportation. What does your world look like and how does it change when gravity is removed? Learn
techniques in perspective to successfully illustrate the illusion of depth and suspension.

Session Four:  “Furry MAD Mania” Live Animal Show – July 31-August 4
Bobble around with your favorite furry “fathead” pal. Re-imagine a MAD life with that giant head and tiny body to create
caricature versions of yourself with your best furry or winged friends. Check out Basil Wolverton’s original “Gross-Out”
illustrations and discover the origins of MAD magazine comic illustrations. Learn techniques in cartooning and 3-pt perspective
to create an alias life in a “MAD-fathead” world.

Session 5: “Bubblefactory” – August 7-11
Float around in a world of soft reflective bubbles with Josephine Wall’s “Bubble Flower” or explore bubbles underwater with
“Breathe” by pop surrealist painter, Lisa LaRose. Does Steve Smith’s “Bubble” explode and out tumbles a secondary world or do
you ride atop the bubbles as the soft wind blows. Study the world of bubble art and learn techniques to create reflection and
transparency. Bubble music party this week-bring your best bubble makers on Wednesday.



Summer Pre-College

Portfolio
2 weeks | Tuesday - Friday
Studio Intensive ages 15-19

Non-Member $1,100
In this 2-week studio intensive, students will develop
skills that lead to expressive and creative portfolio
quality works. Projects will range from an hour to a
few days. Students will explore mediums such as
colored pencil, acrylic, graphite and watercolor, and
more. Students will create 4-5 portfolio ready pieces in
this course specific to their needs, at any stage of
portfolio development.
This course focuses both on observational projects as
well as conceptual, as colleges most often look for
both in a college ready portfolio.
Please bring a few examples of what you consider to
be your best works to the first class for a critique!
Guidance on what colleges and universities look for in

a portfolio will also be discussed. – Get feedback on your existing portfolio – Develop your artistic voice
while exploring new materials – Life drawing from a live model – Small class size with lots of individual
instruction and guidance

Students will undertake five projects with one optional 6th project for advanced students who finish early:
Project 1: Figure Studies (2 days) – charcoal
Project 2: Skeletal Studies (2 days) – pastel
Project 3: Found Object Sculptures (2 days) – misc. Objects
Project 4: Interior Studies from Photograph (1 day) – ink & watercolor
Project 5: Monotype Printmaking (1 day)
*Optional Project 6: Still Life Studies – pastel
Note:  Returning students from Summer Portfolio 2022 will be given unique projects in lieu of any project
they completed last season (which may include projects such as magnification studies, cubist overlay
portraiture, surrealist environments, etc.)
Sessions take place in the Art League’s Jeanie Tengelsen Gallery. Student Gallery Exhibition with
a reception will take place August 8-12.  The closing reception will take place Saturday, August 12
from 1pm to 3pm.


